
COVID-19: BEYOND TOMORROW

What Is an Aerosol-Generating Procedure?

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) pandemic has brought renewed urgency
to the question of what constitutes an aerosol-
generating procedure. Public health agencies have
long noted that certain medical procedures increase
transmission risk for respiratory pathogens because they
generate aerosols. In contrast with respiratory drop-
lets, aerosols are minute respiratory particles that are
small enough and light enough to remain suspended in
the air for long periods of time, travel beyond 6 ft from
the source patient, and penetrate or circumnavigate
surgical masks. Therefore, health care workers are
cautioned to wear N95 respirators during aerosol-
generating procedures in patients with possible SARS-
CoV-2 infection, and if possible, to use airborne infec-
tion isolation rooms with 12 or more air changes per hour
and negative air flow to minimize the amount of infec-
tious aerosols in the room and to prevent their spread
beyond the room.

However, in practice, there is no consensus on
which procedures are aerosol generating. The World
Health Organization stipulates that intubation, nonin-
vasive positive pressure ventilation, tracheotomy,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, bronchoscopy, and
sputum induction are definite aerosol-generating pro-
cedures because epidemiologic studies have associ-
ated these procedures with greater risk for health care
worker infections.1 By contrast, high-flow oxygen and
nebulization are only designated as possible aerosol-
generating procedures because associations between
these procedures and health care worker infections
have been equivocal.

With the emergence of SARS-CoV-2, professional
societies have unilaterally declared a plethora of addi-
tional procedures as aerosol generating, including na-
sogastric tube placement, thoracentesis, esophagogas-
troduodenoscopy, colonoscopy, cardiac catheterization,
exercise tolerance tests, pulmonary function tests, per-
cutaneous gastric tube placement, facial surgery, sec-
ond stage of labor, and others. To our knowledge, most
of these designations were made on theoretical grounds
rather than formal quantifications of aerosol genera-
tion or epidemiologic studies demonstrating increased
risk for infection. None of these procedures appear on
the official lists of aerosol-generating procedures pub-
lished by the World Health Organization or the US Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention.2,3

To add to the confusion, a recent study docu-
mented that controlled intubations and extubations
in asymptomatic patients generate a negligible
amount of aerosols and indeed a tiny fraction of the
amount generated by volitional coughing.4 The same
has been documented of bronchoscopy and noninva-
sive ventilation.5 How then do we explain the studies

associating these procedures with increased risk for
health care worker infections?

The answer lies in the evolving science of respira-
tory transmission. It has become clear that the tradi-
tional dichotomy between droplet vs aerosol-based
transmission is overly simplistic. In practice, people rou-
tinely produce a profusion of respiratory particles in
a range of sizes that include both droplets and aerosols
as well as particles in between.6 Respiratory particles of
all sizes can carry virus and all are potentially capable
of transmitting infection. The amount of respiratory
particles one emits varies by activity. Quiet breathing
generates a small but steady flow of aerosols. Loud
speaking, heavy breathing, and coughing produce far
more. Larger respiratory particles will rapidly fall to the
ground within a narrow radius of the source patient.
Smaller respiratory particles can remain suspended in the
air but will diffuse and get diluted by the surrounding
air leading to progressively lower concentrations of
virus the further one is from the source patient.

This translates into 4 factors that explain transmis-
sion risk during medical procedures. The first is forced
air. Any time air is forced over moist respiratory mu-
cosa, it will generate more virus-laden respiratory par-
ticles. This may explain the increased risk of infection as-
sociated with noninvasive positive pressure ventilation
and cardiopulmonary resuscitation. However, by the
same logic, coughing, spirometry, and heavy breathing
should also be considered aerosol generating because
these activities also increase the velocity and volume of
air being forced over respiratory mucosa.

The second factor is symptoms and disease sever-
ity. Symptomatic patients are more likely to have active
infection, more likely to have a large burden of virus, and
more likely to be spreading virus into the surrounding
air because they are coughing, sneezing, or breathing
heavily. In one study, close contacts of symptomatic
patients were 10 to 20 times more likely to get infected
compared with close contacts of asymptomatic
patients.7

The third factor is distance. Respiratory emissions
are densest closest to their source. The further one gets
from the source, the more time and space there is for re-
spiratory emissions to diffuse and dilute in the surround-
ing air. This decreases the potential inoculum and low-
ers the probability of infection. This has been borne out
by multiple case-control studies and helps explain why
long-range SARS-CoV-2 transmission is rare in well-
ventilated spaces.8,9 By contrast, in poorly ventilated
spaces, virus-laden aerosols can accumulate, leading to
higher inocula and greater risk for infection even over
greater distances from the source patient.

The fourth factor is duration. The more time one is
exposed to virus-laden aerosols, the greater the prob-
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ability of infection. This has been demonstrated in case-control
studies of health care worker infections and epidemiologic studies
of transmission rates in train travelers, and, in combination with
proximity, helps to explain the very high rate of transmission in
households.9,10

Combining multiple factors increases risk. Sustained proximity
to a highly symptomatic patient in the setting of forced air exposes
one to large amounts of respiratory emissions and confers a high risk
for infection. By contrast, limited exposure to an asymptomatic pa-
tient at a distance is associated with a very low risk of infection, all
the more so if masks are worn by the source patient (to filter respi-
ratory emissions) and health care worker (to decrease exposure).
Good ventilation is likely a mitigating factor insofar as it can lower
the concentration of virus-bound aerosols in enclosed spaces. How-
ever, ventilation alone is unlikely to provide adequate protection
for clinicians who need to be very close to highly symptomatic pa-
tients because they will still be exposed to the full brunt of the
patient’s undiluted emissions.

These factors explain the intubation paradox, the fact that con-
trolled intubations generate negligible amounts of aerosols (far less
than volitional coughing), but intubation has repeatedly been asso-
ciated with increased risk for health care worker infections.1,4 The
answer is that intubating a patient with viral respiratory failure forces
the operator to be very close to the respiratory tract of a highly symp-

tomatic patient, often while also forcing gas over the respiratory mu-
cosa for the purposes of preoxygenation or preintubation respira-
tory support. In other words, it is not intubation per se that generates
aerosols and facilitates transmission but the circumstances sur-
rounding the procedure, including patient factors (eg, severe ill-
ness, high viral loads, coughing, heavy breathing, superemissions)
as well as forced air, profound proximity to the respiratory tract, and
for some procedures, prolonged exposure. As such, the term aerosol-
generating procedure is a misnomer. It is not the procedure that
increases risk but sustained proximity to the respiratory tract of
a highly symptomatic patient.

Clarity regarding the factors that lead to increased transmis-
sion risk should allow hospitals and health care workers to make more
logical choices about respiratory protection and negative airflow
rooms. Surgical masks alone are likely adequate for controlled pro-
cedures in asymptomatic patients in settings with low SARS-CoV-2
prevalence. However, higher-level respiratory protection may be nec-
essary for health care workers practicing in high-prevalence set-
tings who need to be close to patients’ respiratory tracts, present
when large amounts of air are being forced across the respiratory
mucosa (positive pressure ventilation, high-flow oxygen, cough-
ing, heavy breathing, spirometry), or treating highly symptomatic
patients even in the absence of traditionally defined aerosol-
generating procedures.
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